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The Lil’ Bubba® Hornet EP Curb Machine creates continuous decorative concrete borders and walkways allowing the user to follow any existing landscape bed design, placing borders as close as two inches to a stationary object while making tight turns. The patented Elliptical Plunger Drive eliminates concrete bridging and creates a consistent flow, scoring the concrete to prevent “flat spots” and “weak areas.”

Kohler Command Pro CH245 / 4.5 HP
Weight: 198 lbs
Wheels: Steel w/ FLAT-FREE Tires
Agitator: Elliptical Action
Drive: 5” Exclusive Plunger Drive
Brakes: Incline Ratchet
  - 3 Year Kohler Warranty
  - Anti-Bridging Agitator
  - Up To 24” Walkways
  - Quick-Switch mold change

Includes Our Exclusive Owner’s Loyalty Club Membership!

$8,250
ELIMINATE THE STING!
Experience the *simplicity* of the Hornet EP curb machine. Designed industry professionals, the Lil’ Bubba Hornet delivers exceptional performance. *And you can switch molds on the fly.*
SPITFIRE EPC
MASTER OF LARGE CURBS

The Lil’ Bubba® Spitfire EPC is designed to make quick work of larger curb shapes and is the perfect solution for parking lots, wheel blocks and any commercial curb installations feeding from a concrete truck. While not a substitute for the Hornet EP, the Spitfire EPC allows the curbing contractor to expand into the commercial curb market. With the “EPC Mold Adapter” this machine will run the standard EP molds, including the 24” walkways.

**Kohler Command Pro CH245 / 4.5 HP**
- **Weight:** 280 lbs
- **Wheels:** Steel w/ FLAT-FREE Tires
- **Agitator:** Elliptical Action
- **Drive:** 9” Exclusive Plunger Drive
- **Brakes:** Hand-Brake
  - 3 Year Kohler Warranty
  - Anti-Bridging Agitator
  - Up To 36” Walkways (optional)
  - Quick-Switch mold changes up to 12” W x 14” H

**$9,495**

Includes Our Exclusive Owner’s Loyalty Club Membership!
BIGGER. BOLDER. BADDER.

Experience the *performance* of the Spitfire EPc curb machine. Designed by industry professionals, the Lil' Bubba Spitfire delivers exceptional performance. *And you can switch molds on the fly.*
Hustler 4WD

NO PUSHING. NO LIFTING.

The Lil’ Bubba® Hustler 4WD Power Barrow is the ultimate motorized workhorse and the fastest and easiest way to carry concrete from the mixer to the Lil’ Bubba® Curb Machine. The Hustler negotiates inclines and rough terrain with ease and it can be used to quickly deliver mulch or rock on the worksite with its full-tilt dumping hopper - like having another worker, but better.

Honda GX160 Eco Series / 5HP
Weight: 203 lbs
Wheels: Steel w/ Pneumatic Tires
Drive: 4WD Chain - 4 Speed w/Reverse
Capacity: 550 lbs / 6 Cu. Ft.
Brakes: Disc
3 Year Honda Warranty
HD Steel Construction
Sturdy Dumping Hopper
Optional Snow Plow blade attachment available
Ask about our new electric SMART SERIES

$3,750
WE GOT YOUR BACK... LITERALLY

Experience the ruggedness of the Hustler 4WD. Hauls everything. And anything.
NO SHOVEL. NO WORRIES.

The Lil’ Bubba® Viper HD is the preferred machine for fast and easy curb preparation. Equipped with the 9” wide curbing rotor, it quickly cuts up to a 4” deep by 9” wide trench in the hardest clays. The steerable wheels make fancy curves and tree rings easy. The debris removed is placed neatly on the flowerbed side of the trench and can be raked back behind the curb after the install for the fastest preparation possible.

- **Kohler Command Pro Series / 5.5HP**
- Weight: 170 lbs
- Wheels: Steel w/ Pneumatic Tires
- Blade: 9” Tungsten Carbide
- Drive: Double Belt and Pulley System
- Trenching: Up To 30 ft. Per Min.
  - 3 Year Kohler Warranty
  - Safety “Deadman” Clutch
  - Steerable Front Wheels
  - Optional Rotor, Irrigation, Stump Grinder Available

$4,175
UNSTOPPABLE POWER

Experience the *sheer power* of the Viper HD. When the root of all evil is in your way, tear it up and lay curb.
The *Titan Pro* is an innovative “easy clean” concrete mixer that utilizes patented high-strength steel paddle arms with rubber blades to provide an even, uniform mix. These mixers have proven to be the perfect solution for quickly and consistently mixing CurbColor pigments into a *zero-slump* curb mix delivering consistent results.

**Kohler Command Pro / 8HP**
- **Weight:** 605 lbs
- **Wheels:** Steel w/ Pneumatic Tires
- **Blade:** Patented Paddle Arms
- **Gears:** Bull Gear + Pinion Drive
- **Capacity:** Symmetrical Drum w/ 4 cu. ft. curb mix
  - 3 Year Honda Warranty
  - Durable Steel Construction
  - Optional “Quick-Clean” Poly Drum available
  - Optional towing bar or trailer mounted

*$4,875*
*Poly Upgrade: $400*
PREPARATION IS EVERYTHING

Experience the smoothness of the Titan Pro.
Better curb comes from better mixing.
The Lil Bubba® trailers are engineered for perfect weight distribution and built specifically for the demands of landscape curbing. Balance is critical in towing sand, cement, equipment and accessories from job to job over the years.
NO EXCUSES
DESIGNED FOR CURBING

It’s your business, your income, your money behind your truck... don’t risk it all on a street trailer to save a few bucks.

Lil’ Bubba® means quality, period.
SUPER DUTY
21’ PRO CURB TRAILER

Designed by industry professionals for unsurpassed productivity when paired with the Award Winning Lil’ Bubba® Hornet EP. This Super Duty Pro 21’ curb-specific design offers perfect balance.

- Length: 21’ 3”
- Width: 7’ 8”
- GVWR: 15,400 lbs
- ZeroRust Aluminum Storage
- Sand Capacity: 4 yards
- Curb Yield: Up to 600 feet
- Multi-position aluminum ramp
- Low deck height
- Perfect for the optional full-wrap ad package!

$17,939
BASE MODEL WITHOUT ACCESSORIES

NOTE: SHOWN WITH OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES
Our industry proven, curb-specific 18’ trailer is built tough with a steel frame and enclosed, lockable area for equipment storage. Manufactured with zero rusting aluminum, this trailer is a workhorse.

- Overall Length: 18’ 2”
- Overall Width: 7’ 8”
- GVWR: 11,600 lbs
- Sand Capacity: 2.5 yards
- Curb Yield: Up to 450 feet
- Low deck height
- Multi-position aluminum ramp
- ZeroRust Aluminum Storage
- Perfect for the optional full-wrap ad package!

$16,599

BASE MODEL WITHOUT ACCESSORIES
Our *Standard* trailer is built strong and tough, ready to carry your equipment with ease. And the Aluminum sand bin with an enclosed corral keeps the curbing equipment and accessories ready to go.

- Length: 18’ 0”
- Width: 7’ 6”
- GVWR: 11,600 lbs
- ZeroRust Aluminum Storage
- Sand Capacity: 2.5 yards
- Curb Yield: Up to 450 feet
- Multi position aluminum ramp
- Low deck height

$14,749
BASE MODEL WITHOUT ACCESSORIES
LiL’ Bubba® is the one-stop shop for curb professionals. Need something? Visit LiLBubbaCurb.com
THE
DIFFERENCE
NOT ALL MACHINES ARE EQUAL!
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US Patent Office
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BEST
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Concrete Contractor

WHAT IS ANTI-BRIDGING?

It’s literally the difference between a curb job and a professional decorative curb system. Save time and money and learn more about the industry’s only patented drive - the Elliptical Plunger. It makes an incredible difference in concrete longevity!

LilBubbaCurb.com/EP